
by no means all -- of the nuclear explosions that contaminate
our atmosphere . To some extent this Treatv can be looked upon
as a major public health measure rather than as arMs .control .
Our r.e~~rspaFers no longer give us those daily fall-out readings
to remind us that nations are developing nuclear wéabons to even
higher levels of effectiveness . But the testing goes on under-
ground -- this kind of activity has accelerated since the signin€
of the Partial Test Ban -- and the development of ever more sophis-
ticated nuclear weapons continües .

`'dith these realities in mind, many states of the world,
including Canada, have concluded that the time is ripe for a
renewed and determined effort to achieve a ban on underground
nuclear tests as an extension of the Partial Test .]Ban of 1963 .
Seismological investigation, investment in improved facilities,
and the possibility of international co-operation in seismic
data exchange have all begun to give grounds for believing that
adequate seismological methods of discriminating between under-
ground nuclear explosions and natural seismic events can be-
found . Problems and ambiguities remain -- particularly with
explosions of extremely low yield, where verification trails
off into the realm of the improbable . But the potential for
seismological identification has sharply narrowed and made more
manageable the issue of on-site inspections that has for too
long bedevilled efforts to achieve an underground test ban .

The verification problem is in the last analysi s
a political rather than a technical question, and in our view,
as well as that of a very large number of non-nuclear nations ,
the tire has cone for the two major nuclear po~Irers to take up their
efforts to resolve this problem where they left off eight years
ago . At the same time, we should not ignore the desirability of
all nuclear powers adhering to the tloscow Treaty and joining i-rith
others in an effort that would lead to a complete ban on all
nuclear tests . Until such a ban can be reached I urge the tw o
najor nuclear powers to scale down their underground tests, starting
with the biggest .

As I ac'dress i•ou today I am aware -- uneasily aware --
of t::c fact that a quarter of mankind, the neople of China, is
uni epresented ar.ien~;s;: us . I accept the assurance of i:r . Cho u
en Lai that Chir.ese intentions are ?eaceful but I an sure --ie
will all be happier when the representatives of that ancient
civilicat ion and powerful modern state are tal :ing part in our
deliberations rather than observing them in silence . Canada will
Co all it can to ensure that this is the last conference on
r.uc].ear energy in - .rhich a quarter of r.ian'_:ind -- and a nuclear
nourer -- goes unrepresented .

In the sixteen years since our first conference in
lq r r, nuclear scientists and engir.ee: s ;.at•e for`ed aheaC . In
most situations, larce quantities of electricity can now be
proCuced by the fission of uranium as cheaply as by burning coa l
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